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Orosius and the Rhetoric of History. By Peter Van Nuffelen.Pp. 272, Oxford,OxfordUniversityPress, 2012,
£63.00/$110.00.

Van Nuffelen's new text offers a 'revisionist' read-
ing of Orosius' Historiae adversus paganos. The
author states that recent scholarly understanding of
the Historiae has misunderstood the text as a theol-
ogy of history disguised as history. As such, he
says, scholars have largely dismissed the Historiae.
Van Nuffeleu's approach to the text-literary and
rhetorical rather than theological-sheds new light
on the Historiae as exemplars of late antique his-
tory. By using such literary techniques as allusions,
metaphors, and panegyric, and by unmasking the
rhetorical techniques used by other historians, Oro-
sius questions the pagan understanding of the glori-
ous Roman past.
In the Introduction, the author begins by discus-

sing why a new look at Orosius' text is necessary.
He first says that the optimism of the Historiae is
strange to us because we know that shortly after it
was written (416/7), the Roman Empire collapsed.
This optimism has been one of the excuses for dis-
missing Orosius as an inferior historian. Second,
Orosius has been overshadowed by Augustine-to
whom he dedicated the Historiae-and that that
relationship has led to a distorted reading of the
text as a theology of history, rather than history.
Augustine's shadow, it seems, continues to loom
over Orosius in a delicious irony as the book's
jacket illustration is not a portrait of Orosius him-
self but from Vittore Carpaccios The Vision of St.
Augustine (although this may be the fault of the
publisher, not the author).
The first chapter describes what can be known

about why Orosius arrived in Africa, and his rela-
tionship with Augustine. The author then proceeds
to demonstrate that Orosius' literary allusions to
Vergil, the Confessions, and the Gospel of Matthew
are not simply demonstrations of erudition but add
new meaning and depth to the Historiae. He con-
tinues to show that Orosius' dedication of the text
to Augustine in the preface demonstrates Orosius'
relationship with and attempt to 'cash in on the sta-
tus of Augustine' (36) by drawing on the imagery
of a dog and its master.
Chapter two shows that Orosius' intertextual

quotations of Vergil counter previous readings of
book two, which claim that the 'four empire
theory' celebrates the eternity of Rome. The author
argues that Orosius demonstrates that Rome could
fall at any moment, but has not done so because it
has converted to Christianity. Book two reinforces
Orosius' claim by Vergil' s discussion of the sack
of Troy. Throughout the Historiae, Orosius coun-
ters the classic understanding of the glory of the

Roman past by showing its shameful founding
based on murder and rape. By using the rhetorical
and historiographical techniques employed in the
early fifth century, Orosius shows the ultimate
superiority of Christianity.
In chapter three, the author focuses on book four

of the Historiae to show that Orosius demonstrates
that pagans do not have a clear understanding of
the true nature of their past and, therefore, their
present. Their rhetorical education has warped their
understanding of the past to the point that they
idealize Roman history. Roman historians often use
exempla in their writings, and these exempla have
distorted the truth about Roman history, which is
much uglier than his interlocutors realize. Orosius,
then, stands alone as the sole authority who truly
understands history as it actually was. He reinter-
prets common exempla of the shared Roman past
to show Rome's foul history. Regardless of his cri-
tiques, however, Orosius is unable to escape his
own classical rhetorical education.
The fourth chapter assesses the sources that Oro-

sius used for his Historiae. The standard scholarly
view is that Orosius copied a single source. Van
Nuffelen shows, however, that Orosius used a vari-
ety of sources while, at the same time, he rewrote
and expanded those sources instead of slavishly
copying them. Orosius used the collection of exem-
pIa from Valerius Maximus, while using a variety
of other sources, including: Augustine, Livy,
Florus, and Vergil, among others. Towards the end
of the Historiae, Orosius runs out of histories on
which to depend because he was writing about the
current age. The author argues that Orosius relied
on a variety of contemporary sources, such as
Jerome's Chronicon, but they are chronicles that
Orosius was forced to amplify and form into a
coherent historical narrative. This, in particular,
shows that Orosius was more than a stale copyist;
he was innovative.
Chapter five investigates Orosius' description of

history. Rather than being dry facts, he uses a vari-
ety of rhetorical tools, including: enargeia, oratio
gravis, and pathos. Orosius, like many historians of
his time, used these and other techniques in order
to re-present them, and to make the audience expe-
rience them once again. 'The measure of truth,' the
author says, 'is not the simple correspondence of
words to an external reality, but he correspondence
of the recreated experience of the reader's percep-
tion with that of a real spectator' (143). This, of
course, is in direct opposition to our modern under-
standing of history, which seeks to remove any
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hint of inappropriate emotion from the description
of the past.
In the sixth chapter, the author discusses the use

of metaphors, models for historical development
(such as the 'four empire theory' and the metaphor
of a human life span for a state), and panegyrical
passages in the Historiae. He shows that Orosius
uses these tools, which were common in ancient
historiography, to God-not Rome-who is the
sole reason Rome has not fallen. Second, Orosius
relies on Augustine to show the necessity of grace
because of the flaws of humanity. Because of
God's grace, he says, the impact of the ills of
humanity is lessened than if Rome were still ruled
by pagans. Third, Orosius reminds his audience
that it is Christian Rome that has provided the refu-
ges of Africa and Sicily for those fleeing in 410.
Such options were not available in previous periods
before Christians came to rule Rome.
Chapter seven addresses two related issues. First,

the author shows that the Historiae were not
intended to be a universal history of the world, as
has often been suggested, but that they were
intended to show that Roman history was Orosius'
true concern. Orosius is interested in challenging
the 'glorious romanocentric view of the past that
was inculcated in the schools of rhetoric across the
Roman Empire' (171). Second, the author investi-
gates Orosius' understanding of the barbarian
invaders. While some scholars have suggested that
Orosius had a positive view of barbarians and
others have suggested a negative, the author says
that Orosius used the barbarians as characters in

his narrative in two ways: they were the execu-
tioners of God's divine justice on Rome and, at the
same time, show that the destruction they wrought
was not as severe as it could have been because
their Christianity tempered the violence.
The final chapter argues that Orosius aligned

himself much more closely to Augustine than pre-
vious scholars have argued. Orosius, for example,
relies on much of book 5 of De civitate Dei. The
author does acknowledge, however, that Orosius
was much more optimistic than Augustine about
the influence the Church had on the world because
he believed that Christianity is what held Rome
together while Augustine famously believed that
the wheat and tares are intermingled here on earth.
Van Nuffelen's monograph is an important con-

tribution to our understanding of Orosius and the
Christian response to 410. The author adeptly
weaves his way through Orosius' tedious descrip-
tions of Roman history (the type of history that
made me hate history as a child) and offers a cor-
rective to the scholarly trend that assumes Orosius
was writing a theology of history. On the other
hand, I could not help but feel that the author's
arguments were not particularly revolutionary. Of
course Orosius used Roman' rhetoric. Of course
Orosius used Roman literary techniques. Of course
Orosius was similar to many of the Roman histori-
ans of his day. The text, in the end, felt less 'revi-
sionist' and more like a necessary dose of common
sense.
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Through the Eye of a Needle: Wealth, the Fall of Rome, and the Making of Christianity in the West, 350-550
AD. By Peter Brown.pp. xxx, 759, Princeton/Oxford,PrincetonUniversityPress, 2012,£16.95.

As Peter Brown passes his eightieth birthday, and
emeritus from Princeton, he delivers a doorstop of
a book that sums up his work over the past two
decades, and in some ways over his whole career.
Although he performs at the beginning a perfunc-
tory obeisance before his notion of objective
methodology for an historian - forswearing any
and all notions of teleology as one describes a
particular institution or movement at a particular
stage of its growth - what the book in fact does
is chart the hesitant, tentative, zigzag progression
by which Christianity, declared a privileged - but
still minority - religion by Constantine in 325,
initially is content to occupy the niche of a low-
profile, tolerated cult, is surprised by conversions
from the 'new wealth' of upwardly-mobile town
counsellors, imperial bureaucrats, and military
men during the 'age of gold' that Constantine

inaugurates who begin to challenge the super-rich
'old wealth' of the senatorial class who despise
Christianity and its counter-cultural outreach
towards the poor - defined in Old Testament fash-
ion as those who lack power and consequently
suffer injustice rather than those who are neces-
sarily beggars or totally dispossessed. Then sur-
prisingly individuals from the 'super rich' turn
traitor to their class and begin to convert, and
here begins Christianity's interesting engagement
with the traditional 'contract' by which the rich
and poor Romans collaborated and got along with
one another. Agriculturally-based society was nec-
essarily hierarchical, and this allowed, indeed
almost necessitated, the accumulation by land
owners of super riches; exposure to drought and
crop failure was the great danger, and here the
rich were buffered and protected by their
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